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Our speaker for October was 
Dick Newell, whio gave an 
enthusiastic talk about Swifts. 

He is a representative of 
Action for Swifts which is 
involved in rehabilitation, 
advice, developing ideas and 
projects for the benefit of swifts. 

Usually swifts appear in the 
UK in the first week in May 
and leave in August although 
Dick has some in his own 
garden this year that had 
not left until late September. 
Their first clutch of eggs 
had failed so second clutch 
kept them around until these 
chicks fledged. He had lots of 
interesting facts including a 
picture of a fossilised swift from 
50 million years ago. 

Apart from the tree swift, they 
never perch, doing everything 
from feeding to mating on the 
wing, so if you think you've 
seen swifts perching on 
telephone wires then they are 
not swifts. Pairs are declining 
for several reasons but loss of 
nesting sites is an important 
one. Swifts come back to 
the same nests year after 
year so it's very important to 
replace nest sites that may 

have been destroyed. Certain 
house builders have been 
sympathetic to requests made 
by Dick and colleagues to 
incorporate nest boxes in new 
homes. He showed us several 
designs that can be used 
internally in new houses and 
externally on older houses. 

Church towers are another 
favourite spot as long as the 
actual structure of the church 
tower is not encroached upon. 

The ideal spot for a nest or 
several nest boxes is the gable 
end of the roof. They like to 
be high off the ground and 
sheltered from above with a 
clear straight fly in. However, 
Dick also had pictures of 
nesting sites that didn't follow 
these recommendations and 
were being used happily by the 
birds year after year. 

He showed us that with a 
small amount of financial outlay 
many of us could provide a new 
home for swifts. 

The next meeting will be on 
November 27 at 7.30pm in the 
Friendship Hall, Cawston Road. 
Visitors are welcome £2. Simon 
Partridge will be talking about 
Wildlife on How Hill. 


